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Hello! :) How are you?

Meh.
You know how it is.
Well, talk to you later.
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No tape?
No glue?
No knives?
No Kidding!
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Desk piece (mountain fold on three dashed lines above)
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www.DesktopGremlins.com is your destination for free papercraft that’s
easy-to-build, fun to display and ultra-cool to share. Each Desktop Gremlin
design has a different story, unique characteristics and extraordinary reasons
to be sitting on your desk. Discover this menagerie of wonderment today!
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HERE’S HOW TO BUILD YOUR
MR. UNDERLING PAPERCRAFT:
Trim out the 5 pieces that form your
papercraft as indicated. Don’t forget to cut
the assembly slots in each piece. Assemble
each piece as shown below by folding and
aligning assembly slots.

Mountain fold
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1. Insert the Mr. Underling backdrop into
the desk piece by aligning the yellow
assembly slots.
2. Insert the triple monitors piece by
sliding it in the gap between the backdrop
and the desk.
3. Make a 45° valley fold to the area under
his left arm a and give the ball and chain a
slight “S” curve. Slide
Mr. Underling into
the desk piece by
aligning the orange
assembly slots.
4. Accent the desk with
Mr. Underling’s nameplate.
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Mr. Underling Backdrop
(Valley fold in the middle)

2

Mountain fold

SERVITUDE

WHO IS MR. UNDERLING?
Once a mild-mannered nine-to-fiver, Mr.
Underling's years of work have turned him
into a monster. Shackled by the ball and
chain of endless paperwork, complaints and
intolerable co-workers, he struggles to
survive his humdrum days. But then, how
can you have a positive outlook on life
when your business card title reads
“Assistant to the Chairman of the Bored.”
No doubt about it— Mr. Underling needs a
vacation from the workplace grind!
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Bonus!
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OFFICE LIFE HAS AN EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY FOR MISERY!
The Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC) is responsible for
enforcing federal laws that make it
illegal to discriminate against a job
applicant or an employee because of
the creature’s race, fur color, religion,
gender (including horns), planetary
origin, age (350 or older), disability or
genetic mutation. It is also illegal to
discriminate against a creature
because it complained about needing
a vacation.

Ms. Underling
(cut out on
gray outline)

MS. UNDERLING

Desk nameplate
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